1st Digital Session of the EYP
2020
We are looking for EYP Pioneers!
The EYP network is faced with grand challenges in 2020. Challenges call for
innovation, and innovation leads to progress. Do you want to be the driving force
behind progress in EYP? Are you ready to take the classic EYP format into the digital
age? Do you want to go where no EYPer has gone—yet?

What is the 1st Digital EYP Session?
In light of the latest developments in global public health, many EYP sessions this spring have been
postponed. Young people across Europe and around the world are at home, eagerly waiting for the next
opportunity to attend an EYP session. We want to provide them with a ground-breaking opportunity to
attend their next session, in an unprecedented format. The 1st Digital Session of the EYP will gather
participants from across Europe who will go through the traditional Teambuilding, Committee Work, and
General Assembly (and lots of fun social activities!) in a fully digital, online environment.
The Digital Session will have young people from all corners of Europe digitally coming together in April to
create an innovative, educational experience – creating a safe but wonderful opportunity to encounter
European diversity and meet new friends – all in spite of the challenges posed by the current pandemic!
Yes, we can!
The Digital Session will take place between 16th-19th of April 2020 and will include all the traditional EYP
roles: a Head-Organiser, a President, an Editor, a chairs team, and a media team. Together, they will guide
participants through a fully digital EYP session. We at the International Office will provide you with the
necessary digital infrastructure and guidance, as well as with any support you need along the way – the
rest is up to you!

Why you should apply?
●

You will be working with other innovators to create the first innovative, fully digital EYP
experience, leaving your mark on the network

●

You will provide many people with the opportunity to participate in EYP regardless of their
location or mobility

●

You will help push forward and innovate the EYP network in an increasingly digital age, as well
as in the age of climate change
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●

You will pave the way for the establishment (and transmission) of best practices that we hope
can be duplicated by other teams, across the network, in the next few months

Who can apply as President?
●

Anyone who wants to lead the migration of classic session academics to the digital world

●

Those with ample experience in chairing

●

People who have experience leading Academic Teams at EYP sessions

●

Any EYP volunteer with solid time management skills

●

Everyone who is available during March and April, 2020

Who can apply as Editor?
•

EYPers that have innovative, creative ideas about the role of a Media Team in a fully digital
session

•

Those that have the necessary experience and/or technical knowledge to produce effective
output for a digital session

•

People who have experience leading Media Teams at EYP sessions

•

Any EYP volunteer with solid time management skills

•

Everyone who is available during March and April, 2020

Who can apply as Organiser?
•

Anyone who is looking to innovate the traditional EYP formats

•

Any EYP volunteer with solid time management skills

•

Any EYPer who has some relevant experience, be it in organising EYP sessions or organising
digital interactions on a larger scale

•

Everyone who is available during March and April, 2020

Key facts
●

Dates: 16th – 19th of April

●

Location: online everywhere

●

It is supposed to take place using digital platform(s), such as Zoom videoconferencing and
other web-based tools
o

The IO will provide guidance and help with the infrastructure all along the way

o

The IO will support with the involvement of interesting experts and partners
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If you want to preside or edit this innovative event, please apply using this form by 25th of March (23:59
CET), 2020:
Editor: https://www.members.eyp.org/node/159499/apply/editor
President: https://www.members.eyp.org/node/159499/apply/president
Organiser: https://www.members.eyp.org/node/159499/apply/organiser

If you have any questions, feel free to send a message to Helena h.nepp@eyp.org or info@eyp.org.
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